Pronto Pest Management
Quality Pest Management
_______________________

(248) 399-4298
Fax: (248) 399-8317
Prontopest.net
Bed Bug Treatment
Date: _______________
Apartment: ___________
Dear Resident:
Pronto Pest will be entering your apt. on the following date ____________
to treat for bed bugs. In order to ensure the best treatment results for bed bugs the resident
must cooperate in the preparation of their apartment for treatment.
The resident must:
1. Vacate the apartment before any treatment begins and must remain out of the
apartment for 1 1/2 hours (90 minutes) after treatment unless otherwise specified.
2. Vacuum floors and along baseboards. Vacuum seams and general surface area of
sofa and chairs including cushions. Empty vacuum bag/canister into a garbage bag &
taken to dumpster or outside trash.
3. Remove all bed linens. Do not rotate mattress, couch, loveseat or chair cushions
for 30 days after chemical treatment.
4. Place bed linens and all clothing in plastic bags, wash in hot water and dry at high
temperature and then place in a new plastic bag.
5. Remove all clutter from floors, around and under bed, and furniture as well as
clutter on furniture especially closets and bedrooms. Keep all items under bed
removed until problem is resolved.
6. Remove dust cover form the bottom of the box spring and the furniture. If unable
to do so, PRONTO PEST MANAGEMENT, INC. must receive permission to remove
the dust covers from resident.
7. All original plastic wrapping, any type of non bed bug proof encasements, or any
other covering MUST BE REMOVED from all mattresses and box springs to be
treated for accurate application
8. Pets need to be put in the bathroom or removed from the premises to be treated.
9. DO NOT SELF TREAT IN ANY MEANS.
After Care:
When you return to your apartment you can make your beds and place your couch
cushions back on if they were taken off. It is not recommended to rotate mattress,
couch, loveseat, or chair cushions for 30 days after chemical treatment.

